**FEATURES**

- Designed to store hoses of all sizes and lengths.
- Hole in middle of base allows a screw to be secured into the wall stud if desired.
- Cover cap secures hook to track & soft protective cover prevents hoses from shifting on the hook.
- Another solution for extra-long items like lumber or surf boards.

**SPECS**

- **HOSE HOOK:** 300.5203.MAL
- **BLACK COVER CAP:** 300.5200.BLK

**FINISHED PRODUCT**

- **FINISH:** MATTE ALUMINUM

**DIMENSIONS**

- **300.5203.MAL**
  - 11" length
  - 30.5203.MAL
  - 6 3/4" width
  - 7 1/2" height
  - 10 3/4" height

**Patent No. US7757869**